Wider Biblical Manuscripts Research Donations Project

The years from 100BCE to 400CE were the formative period for early Christianity and its evolution from its Jewish origins. The program of Ancient Mediterranean Studies will provide the linguistic, cultural & archaeological context for the study of early Christianity & its relationships with ancient Israel, Greece & Rome.

Goals include: fostering study/ research into the New Testament in its ancient historical context; building up resources for study; supporting the production of publications in the area; and making this learning available to members of the public. Activities include: interpreting the earliest biblical fragments; research, discussion & publication by internationally renowned scholars & meeting the costs of their travel arrangements to Australia; holding public seminars on the historical context of Christianity; and the dissemination of knowledge.

You may choose to donate anonymously, or you may wish to donate in memory of a loved one. You can choose to support a specic area of activity or make an unrestricted donation which will be used for a range of purposes depending on this project's greatest need. 100% of your gift will be directed to the purpose you specify. Your support will help us continue and expand.

For further information please contact: Prof Alanna Nobbs, Department of Ancient History, Macquarie University
phone +61 2 9850 8844, email: alanna.nobbs@mq.edu.au
Address: Professor Alanna Nobbs, Ancient History Department, Faculty of Arts, Macquarie University, NSW 2109